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Workshop Program

Tuesday, May 9, 2006

9:00 – 9:30 Registration

9:30 – 10:30 Talks: Approximation

Approximation of an open polygonal curve with a minimum number of circular arcs
Astrid Sturm (FUB)

Approximation by Conic Splines
Sunayana Ghosh (RUG)

10:30 – 11:00 Break

11:00 – 12:15 Invited Talk

Surface fitting and parameterization (provisional title)
Mike Floater (University of Oslo)

12:15 – 14:30 Lunch

14:30 – 15:30 Talks: Voronoi diagrams

Anisotropic Voronoi Diagrams
Camille Wormser (INRIA)

Voronoi diagrams of ellipses
George Tzoumas (NUA)

15:30 – 17:30 Working Groups

17:30 – 19:00 ACS Board Meeting

20:00 Workshop Dinner
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Wednesday, May 10, 2006

9:30 – 10:30 Talks: Arrangements

Exact arrangement of circles on a sphere, with applications to Van der Waals models
Sebastien Loriot (INRIA)

Exact and Efficient Construction of Planar Arrangements of Circular Arcs and Line Segments
Ron Wein (TAU)

10:30 – 11:00 Break

11:00 – 12:15 Invited Talk

New Bounds in the Analysis of Subdivision Algorithms for Real Root Isolation
Chee Yap (New York University)

12:15 – 14:30 Lunch

14:30 – 15:30 Talks: Algebraic Computing I

Topology and arrangement computation of algebraic curves and surfaces
Bernard Mourrain (INRIA)

Real solving a univariate polynomial
Elias Tsigaridas (NUA)

15:30 – 18:00 Working Groups

18:00 – 19:00 ACS Business Meeting

Thursday, May 11, 2006

9:30 – 10:30 Talks: Algebraic Computing II

Overview of algebraic-geometric computations in the SYNAPS library
Jean-Pascal Pavone (INRIA)

Axel, towards an algebraic geometric modeling software
Julien Wintz (INRIA)

10:30 – 11:00 Break

11:00 – 12:30 Talks: Geometric Computing

Advanced Programming Techniques Applied to CGAL’s Arrangement package
Efi Fogel (TAU)

Reliable and Efficient Geometric Computation via Controlled Pertubation
Michael Sagraloff (MPI)

Planning Near-Optimal Corridors amidst Obstacles
Ron Wein (TAU)

12:30 – 14:30 Lunch

14:30 End of Workshop
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Athens, May 9–11, 2006

Abstracts

Approximation of an open polygonal curve with a minimum number of circular arcs

Astrid Sturm (FUB)

Abstract. An algorithm for approximating a given open polygonal curve with a minimum number of circular
arcs is introduced. In computer-aided manufacturing environments the paths of cutting tools are usually
described with circular arcs and straight line segments. Greedy algorithms for approximating a polygonal
curve with curves of higher order can be found in the literature. Without theoretical bounds it is difficult
to prove anything about the quality of these algorithms. We present an algorithm which allows us to build
a directed graph of all possible arcs and look for the shortest path from the start point to the end point of
the polygonal curve. We can prove a runtime of O(n2 log n), for n the number of vertices of the original
polygonal chain.

Approximation by Conic Splines

Sunayana Ghosh (RUG)

Abstract. We discuss the complexity of parabolic splines and general conic splines approximating smooth
convex curves in the plane. These splines give a better approximation of a given smooth curve as compared
to linear, circular or biarc splines. We show that a smooth convex curve can be approximated to within
Hausdorff distance ε by a parabolic C1-spline with O(ε−4) elements, and by a conic C1-spline with O(ε−5)
elements.Moreover, we show that the constants in these expressions for the asymptotic complexity depend
on the Euclidean and affine curvature of the smooth curve. We also discuss the algorithm to approximate
a given convex curve with a parabolic or conic spline based upon the bisection method.

Anisotropic Voronoi Diagrams

Camille Wormser (INRIA)

Abstract. F. Labelle and J. Shewchuk have proposed a discrete definition of anisotropic Voronoi diagrams.
These diagrams are parametrized by a metric field. F. Labelle and J. Shewchuk proved that, in the plane
and under some mild hypotheses on the metric field, such Voronoi diagrams can be refined so that they
dualize to a triangulation, with elements shaped according to the specified anisotropic metric field. Our
approach is based on an alternative view of the construction of these diagrams and a variant of Labelle and
Shewchuk’s meshing algorithm. This variant computes the Voronoi vertices using a higher dimensional
power diagram and refines the diagram as long as dual triangles overlap. We will present what is still to
be done in order to have a 3D algorithm.

Voronoi diagram of ellipses

George Tzoumas (NUA)

Abstract. We present algebraic and geometric methods to implement the predicates needed for the com-
putation of the Voronoi diagram of ellipses. We propose an efficient representation of the distance from a
point to an ellipse and an efficient manipulation of the bitangents of two ellipses. Finally, we analyse the
algebraic complexity of the InCircle predicate and propose an exact algorithm to decide it, using algebraic
and subdivision-based techniques.
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Exact arrangement of circles on a sphere, with applications to Van der Waals models

Sebastien Loriot (INRIA)

Abstract. We shall present an algorithm for computing an exact arrangement of circles on a sphere, together
with attributes of the spherical caps of the arrangement. The algorithm is an adaptation of the Bentley-
Ottmann algorithm in the spherical context, and differs from previous work where explicit perturbations
are used. We shall also present the application to the question of qualifying contacts between atoms across
an interface in a macro-molecular complex given as a crystal. Joint work with F. Cazals.

Exact and Efficient Construction of Planar Arrangements of Circular Arcs and Line Segments

Ron Wein (TAU)

Abstract. We describe a simple yet powerful approach for computing planar arrangements of circular
arcs and line segments in a robust and exact manner, using only rational arithmetic. Constructing
arrangements using this approach is about one order of magnitude faster compared to other techniques
that employ the exact computation paradigm. We also present a conservative approximation algorithm for
computing the offset of straight-edge polygons. We have successfully applied our technique for performing
Boolean operations on general polygons that contain circular edges, and on approximated offset polygons
in particular.

New Bounds in the Analysis of Subdivision Algorithms for Real Root Isolation

Chee Yap (Invited, New York University)

Abstract. An important class of algorithms for isolating real roots of polynomials is based on the paradigm
of subdivision, basically a form of binary search. This includes the Sturm algorithm and the Descartes
method. A variant of the latter is applicable for polynomials in the Bernstein basis. Algorithms based
on the Descartes method is very efficient in practice. In this talk, we introduce a third class of such
algorithms, based on polynomial evaluation and interval arithmetic, derived from the work of Plantinga
and Vegter on meshing surfaces. Almost no previous complexity analysis of such algorithms are known.
We describe three recent results in bounding the complexity of such algorithms; (1) Simplified approach
to the efficient evaluation of Sturm sequences. (2) Almost optimal bounds in the Descartes method. (3)
Complexity analysis of an evaluation-based root isolation algorithm.

Topology and arrangement computation of algebraic curves and surfaces

Bernard Mourrain (INRIA)

Abstract. We will describe methods for computing the topology of algebraic curves and surfaces, which
involves a bit of stratified Morse theory and simple ingredients such as resultants and algebraic numbers.
The extension to the problem of computing arrangements of a set of algebraic objects will also be discussed.

Real solving a univariate polynomial

Elias Tsigaridas (NUA)

Abstract. Real solving of univariate (integer) polynomials is an important ingredient for almost all the
algorithms in non linear computational geometry. We present algorithmic, complexity and implementation
results concerning real root isolation using subdivision schemes or schemes based on continued fraction
expansion. Finally we present ongoing work towards improving the complexity bounds.

Overview of algebraic-geometric computations in the SYNAPS library

Jean-Pascal Pavone (INRIA)

Abstract. In this talk we will describe the structure of the SYNAPS library, and the tools available for
algebraic-geometric computations in the context of ACS.
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Axel, towards an algebraic geometric modeling software

Julien Wintz (INRIA)

Abstract. This presentation presents a geometric frontdoor to the algebraic and symbolic computation
library Synaps. Axel is a geometric modeler which aim is to provide ”algebraic modeling” tools for the
manipulation and computation with implicit and parametric curves or surfaces and to make it coexist
with usual modeling techniques ; mesh modeling and constructive modeling. This cohabitation implies
to maintain coherence between the different representations ; boundary representation (B-Rep), function
representation (F-Rep) and constructive solid geometry (CSG). These different representations will be
overviewed as well as their associated tools before introducing the software itself. We will describe a general
mechanism for the integration of external tools in this framework and conclude by a demonstration, and
prospective remarks.

Advanced Programming Techniques Applied to CGAL’s Arrangement package

Efi Fogel (TAU)

Abstract. Arrangements of planar curves are fundamental structures in omputational geometry. Recently,
the arrangement package of CGAL, the Computational Geometry Algorithms Library, has been redesigned
and re-implemented exploiting several advanced programming techniques. The resulting software package,
which constructs and maintains planar arrangements, is easier to use, to extend, and to adapt to a variety
of applications. It is more efficient space- and time-wise, and more robust. The implementation is complete
in the sense that it handles degenerate input, and it produces exact results. In this paper we describe how
various programming techniques were used to accomplish specific tasks within the context of computational
geometry in general and Arrangements in particular. These tasks are exemplified by several applications,
whose robust implementation is based on the arrangement package. Together with a set of benchmarks
they assured the successful application of the adverted programming techniques.

Reliable and Efficient Geometric Computation via Controlled Pertubation

Michael Sagraloff (MPI)

Abstract. Most algorithms of computational geometry are designed for the Real-RAM and non-degenerate
input. We call such algorithms idealistic. Executing an idealistic algorithm with floating point arithmetic
may fail. Controlled perturbation replaces an input x by a random nearby x̃ in the δ-neighborhood of
x and then runs the floating point version of the idealistic algorithm on x̃. The hope is that this will
produce the correct result for x̃ with constant probability provided that δ is small and the precision L of
the floating point system is large enough. We turn this hope into a theorem for a large class of geometric
algorithms and describe a general methodology for deriving a relation between δ and L. We exemplify
the usefulness of the methodology by examples.

Computing Near-Optimal Corridors amidst Obstacles

Ron Wein (TAU)

Abstract. Planning corridors among obstacles has arisen as a central problem in game design. Instead of
devising a one-dimensional motion path for a moving entity, it is possible to let it move in a corridor,
where the exact motion path is determined by a local planner. In this paper we introduce a measure
for the quality of such corridors. We analyze the structure of optimal corridors amidst point obstacles
and polygonal obstacles in the plane, and propose an algorithm to compute approximations for optimal
corridors. Joint work with Jur P. van den Berg (Utrecht) and Dan Halperin.
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ACS Review & Workshop

Athens, 8–11 May, 2006

Travel Information

1 Arrival at Athens International Airport E. Venizelos

The Athens International Airport is located 27 km southeastern of Athens. Public transport is provided
by:

• The Athens Metro (subway) line 3 (blue line), to Monastiraki. Frequency: every 30 minutes. Hours
of Operation: 06:30–20:30 (direction to Athens) and 05:50–19:20 (direction to Airport).

• Express Airport Bus connections with the Athens center on a 24-hour basis. Buses leave the airport
terminal every ∼20 minutes. Most relevant lines are X94, X95:

– X94 goes to Metro stop Ethniki Amina, line 3 (blue line). Duration: ∼35min.

– X95 goes to Syntagma Sq. (Athens downtown), also stops at Evangelismos (which is close to
the university campus). Duration: ∼50min.

1.1 Airport Ticket Price List

Express Bus lines: Special tickets exist for those
using several means of transport, or buying a 24-hour
ticket. You must validate your ticket at boarding
time. The ticket price for the airport express bus
lines is ‰3,20 and it permits only one trip to or from
the airport. The airport ticket can be purchased from
the ticket kiosk at the airport, from the drivers of the
airport express buses, at all metro stations and at the
blue or yellow ticket outlets.

Metro fares to/from airport

Single fare ‰6
Return ticket (within 48 hours) ‰10
Single fare for 2 persons (flat ticket) ‰10
Single fare for 3 persons (flat ticket) ‰15
Teens (under 18 years), Students ‰3
Senior Citizens (65+ years) ‰3

1.2 Taxis

The taxi stand at the Airport extends from Door 4 to Door 1 at the Arrivals Level. Their cost is inexpensive
in Greece by EU standards. The average cost is ‰30–35 to Athens, depending on surcharges for luggage,
late night rides, and the fee for servicing the airport. Tipping is not required and seldom practiced, but
drivers tend to round up their fare. Tolls are paid by the driver and added up in the final price. Taxis
shall normally take up to 4 people, including seating in the front seat

2 Around Athens

2.1 Venues

Map of main avenues and the Ilissia Campus of National University of Athens.
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• The Main University Building is in the map’s square B3 (and partly in C3). Palamas Building
(Board members lunch on Monday, Workshop dinner on Tuesday) is in C3 as well as Panepistimio
stop of Metro line 2 (red line, not shown). This area of the city is also known as Akadimia because
of the Academy of Athens building.

• The Dept. of Informatics (DI) is in D6. Closest metro stop is Evangelismos, line 3 (blue line) in
C4 (not shown).

• Most of the proposed hotels are in C5.

• Kessariani (Anagenniseos) Sq. is in D6. There are some nice restaurants there where you can have
lunch, and the square is close to DI.

• See fig. 2 for a more detailed view including metro stops and some bus stops.

2.2 Moving around

Buses – Transportation

The public transport bus ticket costs ‰0.50 and the metro ticket costs ‰0.80. They are valid for a single
trip only. Validate your ticket at boarding time. You can also buy a ‰1.00 ticket which is valid for 1.5 hour
and allows multiple trips (and multiple means). There is also a daily ticket at about ‰3. It is equivalent
to the airport ticket. You can use it either for multiple trips during the day or for a single trip to/from
the airport.
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Important bus lines

223 Kessariani – Kanigos Sqr. This bus starts from Kanigos Sqr near Akadimia and goes to Kessar-
iani. The most important stops are Akadimia/AKADHMIA which is close to the Main University
Building, Evangelismos/EUAGGELISMOS where is the metro station and 10th Kessarianis/10H

KAISARIANHS which is at 100m from DI (Department of Informatics).

When going to DI, get off at 10th Kessarianis bus stop. Then go left crossing the big street (Ethnikis
Antistaseos Ave/LEWFOROS EJNIKHS ANTISTASEWS) and proceed through the tennis courts.
You will be entering the campus from the side and will be just in front of DI.

When leaving DI, cross the campus road in front of DI, and proceed through the tennis courts.
When you reach Ethnikis Antistaseos Ave, you will find the 10th Kessarianis bus stop (the direction
going downtown) just in front of a supermarket named “Atlantik”.

224 Kessariani – El. Venizelou. The bus starts quite far from Akadimia and goes to Kessariani.
After Akadimia (and until Nomiki on the way back), the stops are the same as 223.

250 Panepistimiopolis – Evangelismos. The route of the bus is much like an ‘8’. It starts from the
University Campus, central gate, goes around Evangelismos metro stop, then back into the campus
and goes around it until it finally stops at the central gate.

If you take this bus from Evangelismos, then you can stop right in front of DI at 2nd Panepistimiopolis/2H

PANEPISTHMIOUPOLHS bus stop. While this is the fastest way to DI, it is not recommended
to take this bus back to Evangelismos as it makes a long stop at the central gate.

Walking

The central campus gate is about 10 min from DI. The Evangelismos metro stop is at 15 min from the
central gate.

2.3 Lunch

Sandwiches and coffee are available at DI’s coffee-shop or nearby bakeries. You can have lunch at several
restaurants around Kessariani (a.k.a. Anagenniseos) Sq. (∼10–15 min on foot from DI).

Figure 1: Map of the Ilissia Campus showing Dept. of Informatics & Telecommunications (TMHMA
PLHROFORIKHS & THLEPIKOINWNIWN):

References
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Figure 2: Partial map of Athens showing workshop venues and some hotels.
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